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We prove a conjecture of Erdos and Turin concerning the average order of the 
elements in the symmetric group S,. I f  p. is the expected order of a random 
permutation, then log & = O(s). CJ 1989 Academic Press. 1~. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For c E S, let N(a) be the order of u as a group element. The distribu- 
tion of N was studied by Erdiis and Turin in a beautiful series of papes on 
“statistical group theory.” On corollary to their results is that N(a) < e”g*n 
for almost every cr. On the other hand, there is an old theorem of Landau 
asserting that max, E S, N(a) = e 
between e- and elog2”, 
acl +‘(I)). Noting the large difference 
[l]. Let p, gr (l/n!) CoES, 
Erdijs and Turan asked for the average order 
N(o) be the arithmetic mean or expectation of 
N. Apparently Turin had a proof that log p,, = 0(,/G). Unfor- 
tunately, when Turin died the proof died with him. As of 1986, Erdijs 
could prove that log pn CC ,,&. He felt that this could probably be 
tightened enough to prove that log pL, = o(A). In this paper we resurrect 
Turan’s theorem; we prove that log p* = 0(,/G). 
For a lower bound, Nicolas observed that p, is greater than the number 
of partitions of n into parts that are distinct primes. Thus log pn > 
(2x/$),/=( 1 + o(l)). Perhaps this is sharp. Most of the contribution 
to p,, comes from permutations of large order. If cr is a permutation of large 
order, then the cycle lengths of c add up to n and have a large least 
common multiple. This can only happen if the cycle lengths are “close” to 
being a large set of distinct primes. This is vague and imprecise, but it may 
help to motivate our slow and non-intuitive proof. There is of course a 
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competing influence. If the order m is too large, then we expect that there 
will not be enough permutations of order m. In other words, if m is too 
near the maximum order, then m * Prob(N = m) will not contribute 
significantly to pa. Improved estimates for p,, will probably require a 
delicate balancing of these two effects. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall use three theorems about partitions in the course of the proof. 
The statements of these theorems are given here for the convenience of the 
reader. We then describe a method of decomposing partitions that will be 
needed in the proof. 
Let a, be the number of (unordered) partitions of n whose parts are 
“pairwise” relatively prime. In other words, count {A: n = 1, + 1, + .. . ) iff 
gcd(&, 5) = 1 for all i #j. The following theorem is proved in [7]: 
THEOREM 1. log a, r~ (27r/&) ,/G. 
Next let W,, be the set of all partitions of n into parts that are l’s or 
powers of distinct primes. In the language of generating functions, # W,, is 
the coefficient of x” in (l/l -x) nprimes p(l +xp+ xp2 + . ..). Erdiis and 
Turan proved the following result in [ 11: 
THEOREM 2. There is a bijection between W, and the set of all orders of 
elements in S,. In other words, #W,= #{mIm=N(a) for some aES,}. 
Moreover log( # W,,) - (27r/fi) d*. 
We shall also need a theorem of Lehmer [43 about reciprocally weighted 
partitions. If wi , w2, . . . denote the parts of a partition o then we have: 
THEOREM 3. C,~.(l/o,o,o,...)=O(n). 
Think of partitions as multisets. For example, A= { 36, 12, 9(2), 2, lt2)) is 
the partition of 70 with two parts of size 1, one part of size 2, etc. For each 
partition A, we are going to choose partitions IL and o such that Iz = n u o. 
In general, this can be done in many ways, but we are going to choose a 
particular decomposition that has certain useful properties. Suppose I is a 
partition. Let m be the least common multiple of the parts of A, and let 
py pp.. . p: be the prime factorization of m (pi c pi for i c j). Define 
7r = { 7r1, 7r2, . ..} as follows: 
Let rrr be the smallest part of II that is divisible by p;‘. Now suppose that 
rc,, rrn,, .,., n, have been chosen. If each py divides some rrji, then stop. 
Otherwise, let k := min(i 1 pq’ divides none of rr,, x2, . . . . rc,), and let n,, I be 
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the smallest part of I that is divisible by pp. This procedure stops for some 
t, and we set rc := {rri, x2, . . . . x,}. Define a function 0 by O(A) = 7~. 
Now, given A, set w  = A - @(A) = L-n. (It is possible that w  will be the 
empty partition.) Then of course I = rc u w  = @(A) u rr. Our decompositions 
have the following two properties: 
(1) The least common multiple of the parts of n: is equal to the least 
common multiple of the parts of 1. 
(2) If A=nuo and A.‘=z’uw’, then 1=,4’ iff n=z’ and o=w’. 
One can think of rt as a kind of minimal generating set. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A = { 36, 12, 9(2), 2, 1”‘). Then m = 36 = 2232, and 
therefore rc, = 12 and rc2 = 9. Hence @(A) = 7t = { 12,9}. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 1’ = { 12, 9, 1(49)}. Then @(A’) = rc’ = { 12, 9}. These 
examples illustrate the fact that 0 is not injective; @(A) = Q(A’), even 
though A # ;I’. 
There is one subtle point about the generating “sub-partitions” rr. It is 
not necessarily true that n, > rr2 2 . . . > rr,. Nevertheless, there is a canoni- 
cal ordering of the parts, namely the order in which they are chosen. It is 
perhaps not even obvious that this order is well defined. More precisely, 
supposethatK={K,,~2,...,n,}=0(~),andsupposethatR’={n;,n;,...,n:} = 
@(A’). We shall prove that K and rr’ are equal as multisets (unordered 
partitions) if and only if they are equal as sequences (ordered partitions). 
Let m = p:’ py . . . p’,’ be the least common multiple of the parts of 7c (and 
therefore also of A). If rc = rc’ as multisets, then the least common multiple 
of the parts of rr’ (and therefore 1’) is also m. We shall prove by induction 
on h that rr,, = XI for all h. By definition xc1 is the smallest part of A that is 
divisible by pi’. Since rri E x z 1, certainly 7~~ is also the smallest part of n 
that is divisible by p;‘. By the same argument, n’, is the smallest part of K’ 
that is divisible by p;‘. Since rc = 71’ as multisets, it follows that n, = n;. 
Now suppose that zi = rci for i= 1, . . . . h. We must show that n,,+ i = nk+ ,. 
Let k = min (il pp’ divides none of 7~,, . . . . 7~~) = mint i) pTi divides none of 
rc;, . . . . 7~;). Then rc,,+ , = the smallest part of A that is divisible by pik = the 
smallest part of n that is divisible by pzk = the smallest part of rc’ that is 
divisible by p;;” = the smallest part of A’ that is divisible by pz = ni + 1. 
This is a convenient place to define a certain function a, that will play 
an important role later. Suppose rc = { rci, rc2, . ..} is in the image of 8, and 
suppose m = p;’ p’: . . . p:” is the least common multiple of the parts of 7~. 
Then define 
a(i, j) = a(i, j, n) := 
ej, if i = min { k ( p? divides nk } 
o 
9 else. 
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For future reference, we make the following simple observation: for each j, 
xi a(i, j) = ej. 
3. A NEW UPPER BOUND 
With these results in hand, we can prove our main result. 
THEOREM 4. log p, = 0(,/G). 
Proof Clearly the average order p, satisfies 
pn=xm*Prob(N=m) 
m 
< # (mJm=N(a)forsomea) .max(m * Prob(N=m)) 
m 
= # W, .max(m * Prob(N = m)). 
m 
By Theorem 2, # W,, is small enough. We shall therefore seek a uniform 
upper bound for m * Prob(N = m). If d E S, has order m, then the cycle 
lengths of CJ form a partition of n with the following property: the least 
common multiple of the parts is m. It is a well-known fact that if 1+ n has 
ci parts of size i (i = 1 .. . n), then the number of permutations giving rise 
to 1 in this way is 
n! 
c,!c,!...c,! 1ym...n”n 
Let d, := (,4 c nl the least common multiple of the parts of 11 is ml. Then 
m*Prob(N=m)=m.-$ 1 
n! 
. AEd, c, ! . . . c,!TJc2...ncb 
Next observe that 2”3’3...ncn=R R 1 I 2 3”‘. (Recall that ci = ~~(2) = the 
number of parts of size i in 1.) We therefore have 
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If ;1=7tuw=@(A)uo, then (m/~,n,...)=(m/~,n,...w,o,...). (Define 
nioi to be 1 if w  is empty). We therefore have 
= c c m 
neB(d,) (cul(nvw)Ed,&e(xuw)=rrj ~1~2 “‘wlQJz..- 
= ..:A.,* c 
1 
(wl(n”olEd,&e(n”w)=n)~1~2...’ 
(For the next step, note that if rc u o is a partition of n, then w  is a parti- 
tion of (n - Ci n,). Thus the inner sum above is a sum over partitions w  of 
(n-c ni) that satisfy certain conditions. The inequality below is obtained 
by removing all conditions on the partitions CO) 
The inner sum is clearly O(n), by Theorem 3. Since a factor of n is 
negligible, we need only estimate 
There is obviously a lot of cancellation between the numerator and 
denominator in each term of this sum. To exploit this fact fully, we must 
factor the 7~;s. For i= 1, . . . . t, let 
(We defined a(i, j) above.) The dis have deliberately been chosen in 
such a way that their product is m; and so that di divides ni for each i 
(We shall discuss this further later.) For i= 1, . . . . t, let di = xi/d;. Then 
n,=d,d;, q=d2d; ,..., rc,=d’d:. 
EXAMPLE. In Examples 1 and 2, we had n = { 12,9}. We therefore get 
dl = 4, d; = 3 
d, = 9, d; = 1 
d, d1=36=lcm(12,9)=lcm(36, 12,9,2, 1). 
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We now make several simple but important observations: 
Observation (1). n:=, di = m. 
Recall that, for each j, xi cr(i, j) = ej. Hence ni di= ni nj pTci*‘)= 
nj ni p;(iJ) = nj py = m. 
Oservation (2). t < s. 
Clear from the definitions of t and s. 
Observation (3). gcd(di, di) = 1 for i #j. 
Each prime power pp divides exactly one of the dis, and the d;s have no 
other divisors outside the set {pi’, p;*, . . . . p:}. 
Observation (4). Let k(i) :=min{h 1 pp divides di}. Then for i< j, 
k(i) < k(j). 
Assume i < j. Let k := min{h 1 for I< i, pp does not divide K~}. By detini- 
tion, zi is the smallest part of 1 that is divisible by pi&, and therefore pik 
divides di. Hence k(i) < k. On the other hand, p$l divides dj. Therefore 
(by the definition of d,), for I < j, pT;jj does not divide I,. Since i< j, this 
certainly implies that, for 1 xi, ~2;)) does ot divide I,. Thus k < k(j)* 
k(i) d k(j). By Observation 3, k(i) # k(j), which in turn implies that 
k(i) <k(j). 
Observation (5). d,a qi (qi = ith prime, i.e., q1 = 2, q2 = 3, etc.). 
Certainly di 2 ~2;;;. On the other hand, k(i) >, i (by Observation 4), and 
consequently ~2;; > py”) > pi B qi. 
Observation (6). C:=, d,d/<n. C:=, didi=C:=, ni<zjA.j=n. 
Now for z~Q(d,), define Y(n) to be the sequence (di)f=,. (We shall 
also use the notation 2; i.e., Y(n) = d= (di)). Then, returning to the proof, 
we have 
= c c 
dsP(Wd,)) ((d:)Ir(({dld;),(d2d;),...))=d} (d, d;)(yz d;).-0 
(recall that di dl= 7ci; the double summation is obtained by grouping 
together terms that correspond to the same 2) 
= c 1 c -. 
deY((8(&,)) {<di:>IY({(d~d;),(dzdi)....))=d) did;“’ 
(1) 
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(Here we have used Observation 1 to cancel the m with the dls.) Now by 
Observations 5 and 6, we have 
n 2 C di di 
i=l 
2 1 qidi’. 
i=l 
Thus the inner sum of the right side of Eq. 1 is an sum over certain sequen- 
ces (d/ ) for which 2d,’ + 3d; + 5d; + . . . + qr d: < n. It is therefore less than 
the quantity obtained by summing over all sequences (j,):, i of I positive 
integers for which 2j, + 3j, + Sj, + . . . + qt j, < n. In other words, the right 
side of Eq. (1) is less than or equal to 
c 1 A. 
dcP(Wd,)) (<jl):=,12jl+3j2+5j3+ ..-+y,j,<n]JlJ2’.. 
The inner sum depends on din the following way: t is the length or number 
of terms in the sequence d= (di)f= , . In general, Y(@(d,)) contains 
sequences of many different lengths. But by Observation 2, none of them 
have length greater than s. Hence, the last expression is less than or equal 
to 
This in turn is equal to 
max 
‘*” 
By Observation 3, each d is an ordered partition of some n’ Q n into 
parts that are pairwise relatively prime. The order is uniquely determined 
(Observation 4), which implies that 
c l< i ak. 
de we(4n)) k=l 
(Recall a,, is the number of partitions of n into parts that are pairwise 
relatively prime.) It is easy to see that (a,,) is increasing (again by padding 
with ones). We therefore have C; = r ak < na,. Now, by Theorem 1, na, = 
8(e). All that remains is to estimate 
max 
“’ {<j,):=,12j,+3/2+5j,+ . ..y.j,<n) JIJZ “’ 
Instead of quoting a theorem, we prefer to give a novel proof. 
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First we shah bound s. The following lemma is implicit in Landau [3]: 
LEMMA 1 (Landau). s < c Jn/log n. 
Proof: If m=p;Lpy ... p:” is the order of rr E S,, then each py divides 
some cycle length of G. Since a. b $ a + b for a, b > 2, it follows that 
But 
2 c q&-s* logs 
i=l 
n 
*s<c logn’ F 
Now define 
Et := 1 ..l 
{<ji>:=,I2j,+3jz+5j,+ +q,j,<n}llJZbA.jt' 
We must that C, = eotG) uniformly for t < c ,/G. 
Let lg, n be the k-times iterated logarithm, i.e., lg, n := log,(lg,- 1 n). Let 
o(n) := max{k ( Ig, n > 2 ). We are going to partition the integers from 1 to 
n into w(n) + 1 blocks. Let &, := n, and for k= 1, . . . . w(n), let fi,Jn) := 
rlgk(n)13. Then for k= 1 , . . . . w(n), let block k be the interval (flk, fikP1]. 
Finally, let block (o(n) + 1) be the remaining interval, namely 
[ 1, rlog,c,,(n)]3]. Schematically 
block (w(n) + 1) 
)... ‘.. w.rlog. 
block w(n) block 2 block 1 
Let F, be the set of all functions g from [t] to [o(n) + 11. Then 
c 2. 
(<j,>~=,I2j~+3j~+5j~+ ..- +yrj,6n}J132"'Jr 
=c c 
1 
~CFI {<j,>:=,lj,Eblockg(i),&*j1+3jz+Sj3~~. +qljr <?I) jl j, . . .i,’ 
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To estimate these sums, we shall need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2. Zf 3j, + 3j, + Sj, + . . + q, j, d n, then for k = 1, 2, . . . . o(n), 
wehave #(iIji>/lk}<cJm. 
ProofI Suppose that j, z j, > . . . 3 j, > Jk. We must show that 
r<cdm. By assumption n>Cf=, qiji. But 
J n >Bkcr210gr*r<c ___ loi3 nPk’ 
COROLLARY 1. rf2j,+3j2+5j,+ . ..+q.j,~n,then#(iIj;~blockk}< 
+76X. 
Proof: Recall block k is the interval (bk,bk- 1]. Hence # { iI ji E blockk} < 
#{ilji>Bk). 
COROLLARY 2. Let g: [tl+ [w(n)+ 11, and suppose that 
2j1+3jz+5j,+ ... +qrjr<n. If jiEblock g(i), Vi, then #g-‘([k])< 
4&i-Z. 
Proof: # g- ‘( [k] ) = (the number of indices i for which ( ji E block I for 
some I < k)) = (the number of indices i for which ji > fik) < c dm. 
Let 
F2 := g: [t] + [w(n)+ l] 1 for k= 1, . . . . o(n), #g-‘([k])<c 
Now consider again the double summation that we are trying to 
estimate: 
c c 
1 
g E FI <,jjlj2...j,' (71 j, E block g(i) & 2jl + 3j2 + 5 j j  + + q, j ,  . 
By Corollary 2, the inner summation is empty unless g E F2. Hence this 
expression is equal to 
c c 
1 
REFZ {ili,tblockg(i)&Zj,+3j2+5jl+ ... +y,j,<n )jlj2...jr' 
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Roughly speaking, Corollary 1 tells us that the contribution to this expres- 
sion from j’s in block k is bounded above by (Cjsblockk l/j)‘-. 
Hence 
c c 1 
gSFz (il~~blockg(i)&2jl+3j2+S,,...+q,j,. <n,i,~,~-j, 
We shall estimate each of these three factors seprately. 
(1) For the first factor, note that /I,(,, = rlg,(,,(n)13 < re213, and there- 
fore (c&‘{ ljJzz;tainly bounded. Since t < c JG, it follows that 
(factorl)=e n o n. 
(2) 
k=l 
Now choose c’ > 0 so that log log( [x13)/rlog x13j2 < c’/log x for all x > 2. 
By taking x = lgk _ ,(n), we see that the quantity in Eq. (2) is less than 
Claim. CrC_\ (l/lg,(n)) < 1. 
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To verify the claim, let r := lg,,,,(n). Then (in reverse order) 
co(n) 1 
c- 
l =I+‘+‘+ . . . +- 
k=, lg,(n) r e’ ee’ log n 
1 I 1 
<2+2+--pz+ ... 
<;+;+;+A+ .” = 1. 
This verifies the claim, and thereby proves that (factor 2) = e@G). 
(3) To simplify notation, let T := c ,/‘G where c is large enough so 
that no ~JE S, has more than T distinct primes dividing its order (see 
Lemma 1). Then 
(factor 3) 
g:[t]-+[o(n)+l]:fork=l,...,o(n),#g-’([k])<CT 
fi 
g: [T] -+ [w(n)+ l]:fork= 1, . . ..o(n). 
To further simplify notation, let Mk := CT/&. A function g from [T] to 
[o(n) + l] can be specified in the following way: First choose 
g-‘( [w(n)]). Then, from among the elements of g-‘([w(n)]), choose 
gP’([o(n)- 11). Then, from among the elements of g-‘([w(n)- l]), 
choose g-‘([w(n)-2]), etc. Obviously 2= is an upper bound for the 
number of ways that gP’([w(n)]) can be chosen. Since 
~g-‘mwl~<wow the number of ways to choose g- ‘( [o(n) - 11) 
from among the elements of g-‘([o(n)]) is bounded above by 2Mwcnl. 
Similarly, the number of ways that g-‘([o(n) - 21) can be chosen from 
among the elements of g-‘( [w(n) - 11) is bounded above by 2MW(nlm’, and 
so on. Combining these bounds, we get 
#{g: [T]d[w(n)+l] Ifork=l,...,w(n), #gP1([k])<Mk} 
< 2=. 2%~ . 24n,-1 . ~J%.I-2 . . . 
=exp[logZ(T+I$:M,)1 
=e+-(E(l+gJ)l 
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It is now established that ci ,/G c log ~1, < c2 ,/G for n suf- 
ficiently large. (In the interest of better communication, we remark that 
log CL,, = B(&&g%) is the computer scientists’ standard notation for this.) 
For the upper bound, one can take c2= 7.7. The constant 7.7 can be 
improved slightly, but our methods alone do not seem strong enough to 
yield an asymptotic formula. We therefore close with the following 
problem: 
PROBLEM. Prove or disprove that log pL, N (2x13) JG. 
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